Hybrid Cloud

Fast deployment and simplified management for Virtual Workspace

From 25 to 800 seats

Two compute nodes inside

The smart server that enables the
deployment of the workspace virtualization
technology of Flexxible IT and Citrix

Fast and easy
deployment
in a matter
of minutes!

A SDI (Shared Desktop), VDI or Apps solution ready in just two hours

Easy L1 & L2
support without
Citrix knowledge

A virtualized managed environment with no need of technical expertise

An on-premise or cloud virtual workspace solution is complex for SMEs due to cost limitations and the need
for specialized personnel to deploy, configure and manage the solution. Flexxible IT has developed a
hyper-converged turnkey appliance (servers, networks and storage) ready in two hours and specially designed
for the SME market, that can be managed without the need for IT personnel specialized in virtualization.

Flexxible|VDI OS Manager was developed in-house by Flexxible IT to manage desktops, servers, and resources
autonomously with no need for technical expertise. Most operations are automated.
With Flexxible|VDI OS Manager you have control of all virtual infrastructure regardless of your location in an
easy, fast and secure way.

Reduces cost
by half!

Flexxible|SMB Cloud, with everything prepared and ready for deployment
Provides SDI, VDI and Apps infrastructure, personal storage functions and pre-configured applications like
Microsoft Office 365. All this infrastructure comes with up-to-date operating systems and improved security.

High
availability
included

Users can work from any location and from any device using an internet connection. The user experience does
not change and they can access Apps and data as if they were in the office.

flexxible.com

Architecture overview
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Fast deployment and simplified management for Virtual Workspace

Discover a hassle-free
virtual workspace with Flexxible IT

Fast deployment and simplified management for Virtual Workspace

Single point of web management and
orchestration for your entire virtual
workspace platform. Co-management of
Hypervisor, VM manager, Citrix Studio
and Citrix Director. Flexxible|VDI OS – use
it on on-prem or hybrid platforms.

SMB Cloud Appliance is a virtual workspace
for professionals that offers cloud
technology for small and medium-sized
entities which can be easily installed in less
than two hours. Users can work wherever
they want, as if they were in the office.
Managed using VDI OS.

VDI System Appliance devices are installed
in the customer's datacenter. Recommended
for an environment of 500 to 50,000 users
(or more). Secure access to the environment
without need for corporate VPN. Managed
using VDI OS.

*1 XenServer support will be available soon

Increase your business with
Flexxible|VDI OS on any Citrix platform
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